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DISCOVERING
DEVIENNE
Elegance par Excellence

Listen to Devienne’s Flute Concerto
No. 1 in D major – I. Allegro
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François Devienne
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8.573230
Playing Time: 66:42

François Devienne was among the most important 
composers of wind music in the second half of the 
18th century and one of the founding teachers 
at the newly established Paris Conservatoire in 
1795. Devienne’s First Flute Concerto was a great 
success at the 1782 Concert Spirituel and helped 
his reputation abroad. The Fourth is one of the best 
of his entire concerto output. All of these works 
combine sublime melodic elegance and graceful 
virtuosity, making them among the most attractive 
concertos of their time.

François DEVIENNE (1759–1803) 
Flute Concertos, Vol. 1
Flute Concertos Nos. 1-4
Patrick Gallois, Flute
Swedish Chamber Orchestra

Sales Points: Patrick Gallois has been hugely 
successful as both performer and conductor with 
numerous acclaimed Naxos recordings to his name. 
He has already combined both talents in flute concertos 
by Mercadante (8.572731), “conducting the orchestra 
while simultaneously negotiating hair-raising difficulties 
with seemingly nonchalant ease” (Gramophone). 
Devienne’s flute concertos have rarely been recorded 
in their entirety, and with only one hard-to-acquire 
East European set with soloist Claudi Arimany from 
the 1990s as competition, this new edition will provide 
a major boost to some core Classical repertoire and 
become an automatic first choice both for collectors 
and Patrick Gallois’s many fans.
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Patrick Gallois

http://www.naxos.com/catalogue/item.asp?item_code=8.573230
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Finding a fresh approach to Devienne

François Devienne was the founder of the French flute 
school. He codified flute technique and performance 
practice, also looking more widely at pre- and post-
Revolutionary French music in a survey similar to that 
carried out in Germany in 1752 by Johann Joachim 
Quantz. Devienne’s flute method, published in 1794, 
was probably consulted by all flautists (including Saverio 
Mercadante) throughout the nineteenth century and into 
the twentieth (when a new edition prepared by Philippe 
Gaubert was issued).

Only a tiny number of Devienne’s works are played these 
days – his music is still part of every young flautist’s 
studies, but is often misunderstood by performers 
because so many of the published editions are strewn 
with errors.

Given that this music is felt to be academic and lacking in 
imagination, I’ve tried to find a new approach – forgetting 
everything I knew about it, and learning to read it afresh 
before performing it. The fact that Devienne was thought 
of a the “French Mozart” caused his music to fall into 
neglect, even though he was writing during the “Sturm 
and Drang” period in which the sons of J.S. Bach were 
leading figures.

What’s involved in finding such an approach? To begin 
with, of course, it means considering a work within 
its historical context, attempting to understand the 
composer and his methods, and getting to know his key 
compositions; but it also requires an awareness of other 
works and performance practices from the periods before 
and after that specific work’s creation. From 1750 to 1800, 
there were so many overlapping influences between one 
school and another, affecting research methods and the 
way in which different styles developed, that it is almost 
impossible now to play as Devienne himself would have 
done – a close approximation is the best we can hope for. 

How can we understand Devienne except by putting 
Mozart to one side? The genius of Mozart is that, even 
when it is badly played, his music remains unique and 
beautiful. Devienne requires a specific approach, great 
precision of ornamentation, inflection, articulation and 
phrasing. This brings us up against a widespread 
problem: we’re making so many musical rediscoveries, 
but without the time needed to get to know them in 
depth, and so we’re applying ready made solutions to the 
difficulties raised. Many composers have been labelled 
“minor” simply because we haven’t found the right route 
into their music.

A French artist has nothing to do with a German, Austrian 
or Italian artist. How can we describe the French spirit? 
Not with words, that’s for sure, but I can see certain 
affinities between Devienne and Poulenc, Milhaud and 
Ibert. They share an originality, a freedom of musical line 
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and harmony, and a refreshing sense of enthusiasm: 
even with a simple theme and unadorned harmonies, 
the music remains interesting and captures listeners’ 
attention, not letting go until the very last note.

Working on Devienne’s method and his complete 
concertos in conjunction with the method and six 
concertos of Mercadante, a great admirer of Devienne, 
has enabled me to find my own path through the music, 
thanks to clear explanations as regards ornaments, 
slurring and tonguing technique: the “syllabation” of the 
text. In other words, the division of a musical text into 
individual sounds in the way a poem might be broken 
down into individual syllables (c.f. Charles de Bériot’s 
discussion of syllabation in his violin method of 1857).

Music raises endless questions, and each new era 
brings new answers. I hope that this album, with its fresh, 
invigorating approach, will provide at least some answers 
to the questions posed by François Devienne.

Patrick Gallois
Translation: Susannah Howe
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Companion Titles
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About Patrick Gallois

Patrick Gallois belongs to the generation of French musicians leading highly 
successful international careers as both soloist and conductor. Both as a 
conductor and as a flautist he has a wide repertoire, with a strong taste for 
contemporary music, and many new works have been dedicated to him. His 
recordings for Naxos of Kraus’s Aeneas i Cartago (8.570585) and the Violin 
Concertos of Saint-Saëns with Fanny Clamagirand (Naxos 8.572037) were 
awarded a Choc by Classica each in April 2010 and February 2011 respectively. 
A further Choc (Classica) was awarded for his recording of the Mendelssohn 
Violin Concertos with Tianwa Yang and Sinfonia Finlandia Jyväskylä (8.572662).

About the Swedish Chamber Orchestra

The Swedish Chamber Orchestra made its United States 
and United Kingdom débuts with Thomas Dausgaard in 
2004, performing at the London Proms and Lincoln Center, 
Mostly Mozart Festival. The New York Times wrote of that 
performance: “It has been a longstanding complaint in 
the classical music world that as recordings and jet travel 
have shrunk the globe, an international sound has been 
fostered that has filtered out regional differences in timbre 
and interpretation... And every now and then an orchestra 
comes along with a sound that is surprising and fresh. The 
Swedish Chamber Orchestra, led by its music director, 
Thomas Dausgaard, produced a distinctive and consistently 
vibrant sound.”

8.570150
STAMITZ, J.:
Flute Concertos 
Aitken, St. Christopher Chamber 
Orchestra, Katkus

“This album is Want List material.
I recommend it to anyone who desires 
to encounter one of the choice spirits of 
the Age of Enlightenment.”
– Fanfare 

8.572738
HOFFMEISTER, F.A.:
Flute Concertos
Vol. 1 - Nos. 21 and 24 
Meier, Prague Chamber Orchestra

“…fans of the flute and the Classical 
orchestra will pass many an uplifting, 
mellifluent hour”
– MusicWeb International

8.555715-16
BACH, C.P.E.:
Complete Flute Concertos 
Toronto Chamber Orchestra
Gallois

“Patrick Gallois is a masterly 
flautist, and he gives a superb set of 
performances of these fine concertos”
 – Penguin Guide

8.572550
PLEYEL, I.J.:
Symphonies in B-Flat 
Major and in G Major 
Flute Concerto  
Sinfonia Finlandia Jyväskylä, Gallois

“Using an orchestra of modest 
proportions…Gallois is able to produce 
buoyant rhythms and clear, clean 
textures appropriate to the tunes. The 
slow movements are particularly lithe, 
radiating a special glow that is hard to 
resist.” – Classical Candor

http://www.naxos.com/person/Patrick_Gallois_2591/2591.htm
http://www.naxos.com/person/Swedish%20Chamber%20Orchestra/46412.htm
http://www.naxos.com/catalogue/item.asp?item_code=8.570150
http://www.naxos.com/catalogue/item.asp?item_code=8.572738
http://www.naxos.com/catalogue/item.asp?item_code=8.555715-16
http://www.naxos.com/catalogue/item.asp?item_code=8.572550
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